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Chen), Jason.hjw@gmail.com (J. Han).Microarray analysis is widely accepted for human cancer diagnosis and classiﬁcation. However the high
dimensionality of microarray data poses a great challenge to classiﬁcation. Gene selection plays a key role
in identifying salient genes from thousands of genes in microarray data that can directly contribute to the
symptom of disease. Although various excellent selection methods are currently available, one common
problem of these methods is that genes which have strong discriminatory power as a group but are weak
as individuals will be discarded. In this paper, a new gene selection method is proposed for cancer diag-
nosis and classiﬁcation by retaining useful intrinsic groups of interdependent genes. The primary charac-
teristic of this method is that the relevance between each gene and target will be dynamically updated
when a new gene is selected. The effectiveness of our method is validated by experiments on six publicly
available microarray data sets. Experimental results show that the classiﬁcation performance and enrich-
ment score achieved by our proposed method is better than those of other selection methods.
 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Gene expression microarray technology provides an effective
way to facilitate the pathological diagnosis and classiﬁcation of
cancers [1]. However, it poses a great challenge to clinical diagno-
sis, because biologists or doctors can not examine the expression of
tens of thousands of genes. During the last decade, researchers
have applied various machine learning approaches to analyze the
gene expression microarray data for the pathological diagnosis
[2,3]. Almost all the learning algorithms can suffer from an inevita-
ble problem caused by the high dimensionality of microarray data
(up to several tens of thousands of genes) and their small sample
sizes [4]. However there are studies suggesting that only a few
genes are sufﬁcient to perform diagnosis and risk stratiﬁcation
[5]. To cope with the problem, feature selection (also known as
gene selection in the context of microarray data analysis) is used
to recommend a small percentage of the genes to the machine
learning algorithm [6–12].
Gene selection is one of the fundamental issues in the ﬁeld of
pattern recognition and has been well studied for a long time
[6,13,14]. There are two general approaches to gene selectionll rights reserved.
un), yhliu@jlu.edu.cn (Y. Liu),
henhuiling.jlu@gmail.com (H.[15]: wrappers and ﬁlters. Wrapper method is speciﬁc to a given
learning algorithm within the gene subset search. One drawback
is their high computational complexity in learning, because they
are tightly coupled with speciﬁed learning algorithms. Conse-
quently, wrapper methods are often intractable for large scale
problems, especially the microarray analysis. Filter method is inde-
pendent of learning algorithms and assess the relevance of genes
by only looking at the intrinsic properties of the data. In practice,
ﬁlter methods have much lower computational complexity than
others [16], meanwhile, they achieve comparable classiﬁcation
accuracy for most classiﬁers. Up to the present, lots of applications
of ﬁlter selection techniques in microarray analysis have been pre-
sented [17,18]. To evaluate the relevance of genes, many criterions
(e.g. distance, Gini index, v2 test and mutual information) have
been introduced. It is noteworthy that among various evaluation
criterions, information theory based measurements achieve
excellent performance and have drawn more and more attention
[19–22]. Meanwhile, information theory is also used to construct
gene networks recently [23,24].
However, most of these information theory based criterions dis-
card genes which are highly correlated to the selected ones
although relevant to the target class. For example, mRMR [25]
introduced the criterion namely ‘‘Min-Redundancy’’ to eliminate
the redundant genes. It is likely to ignore genes which have strong
discriminatory power as a group but are weak as individuals
[26,27]. And this disadvantage is fatal to cancer diagnosis and
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gene groups [28–30] where genes are highly interdependent and
each gene cannot function apart from one another. There are so
many useful gene groups (or groups of interdependent genes) in
high-dimensional gene expression microarray data, therefore, it
is helpful to improve classiﬁcation performance in cancer diagnosis
by retaining these intrinsic gene groups. In this article, we tackle
the above problem by introducing a dynamic relevance-based gene
selection method that not only selects the most relevant genes and
eliminates redundant genes, but also tries to retain intrinsic inter-
dependent gene groups. The effectiveness of our method is vali-
dated by experiments on six publicly available microarray data
sets. Experimental results show that the proposed method
achieves promising improvement on gene selection and cancer
classiﬁcation accuracy.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 intro-
duces some necessary background of information theory. Section
3 presents a scheme for gene relevance, interdependence and
redundancy analysis, and describes the dynamic relevance based
gene selection method (DRGS). Section 4 details the gene micro-
array data used in this study, and discusses the proposed method
and experimental results. Section 5 concludes the paper and out-
lines directions of future work.
2. Information theory metrics
The fundamental concepts of information theory [31]—entropy,
mutual information, and conditional mutual information (CMI)—
provide natural measures of the relations between two genes. Let
X be a discrete random variable and the probability density func-
tion is p(x) = Pr{X = x}. The entropy H(X) of a discrete random vari-





Note that entropy is a function of the distribution of X. It does
not depend on the actual values taken by the random variable X,
but only on the probabilities. Furthermore, joint entropyH(X, Y) ex-
tends the deﬁnition of entropy H(X) to a pair of random variables






pðx; yÞ log pðx; yÞ ð2Þ
Conditional entropy H(X|Y) is deﬁned as the entropy of a ran-
dom variable X conditional on the knowledge of another random






pðx; yÞ logpðxjyÞ ð3Þ
Mutual information(MI) is a measure of the amount of informa-
tion shared by two variables X and Y. Consider two random vari-






pðx; yÞ log pðx; yÞ
pðxÞpðyÞ ð4Þ
The conditional mutual information I(X;Y|Z) is deﬁned as the
amount of information shared by variables X and Y, when Z is gi-
ven. It is formally deﬁned by
IðX;YjZÞ ¼ HðXjZÞ  HðXjY ; ZÞ ð5Þ
Conditional mutual information is also used as the reduction in
the uncertainty of X due to knowledge of Y when Z is given.
In this paper, conditional mutual information is used to evalu-
ate the impact of newly emerging gene on the information shared
by genes with the class.3. Gene selection with dynamic relevance
3.1. Target-based scheme for correlation analysis
We ﬁrst introduce a new scheme for gene relevance, interde-
pendence and redundancy analysis.3.1.1. Relevance
Mutual information is widely used to measure the relevance be-
tween variables. In this paper, the relevance of gene g for the target
class is calculated by
Rðg; classÞ ¼ Iðg; classÞ ð6Þ
One obvious drawback for gene selection based on mutual
information is that mutual information tends to favor genes with
more values [32]. To overcome this unfairness, we discretize the
continuous attributes into equal number of values. For example,
followed by Ding and Peng’s suggestion in [22], we ﬁrst normalize
each gene so that its mean and standard deviation are zero and
one, then discretize the continuous attributes into three disjointed
partitions, i.e., (1,0.5], (0.5,0.5) and [0.5,+1). Discretization
of attributes can reduce the learning complexity and help to under-
stand the dependence between genes and the target.3.1.2. Redundancy and interdependence
As aforesaid discussion, most of the traditional gene selection
methods disregard the intrinsic interdependent groups while elim-
inate the redundant genes. The main reason is that genes which
have been labeled ‘‘redundancy’’ may not be real redundancy
[27]. We tackle the above problem by combining MI and CMI to
evaluate the redundancy and interdependence of candidate genes.
Two genes are redundant to each other if their values are com-
pletely correlated. Thus, a gene is said to be redundant if one or
more of the other genes are highly correlated with it, and its rele-
vance with the class can be reduced by the knowledge of any one of
these genes. Formally, gene gi is said to be redundant or irrelevant
with gene gj if
Iðgi; class jgjÞ 6 Iðgi; classÞ ð7Þ
Genes are always grouped together in an interdependent set be-
cause proteins produced from these genes work together as a unit
to achieve a particular function. Interdependence implies each
member in the relationship cannot function or survive apart from
one another, namely the impact of each gene on the diagnosis per-
formance cannot be ignored and replaced. Thus, suppose gi and gj
are interdependent on each other, then the relevance between gi
and target class can be increased conditioned by gj. Namely, two
genes gi and gj are interdependent on each other if the following
form is satisﬁed.
Iðgi; class jgjÞ > Iðgi; classÞ ð8Þ
And we give the following deﬁnition C_Ratio(i, j) called correla-
tion ratio between two genes.
C Ratioði; jÞ ¼ 2 Iðgi; classjgjÞ  Iðgi; classÞ
HðgiÞ þ HðclassÞ
ð1 6 C Ratioði; jÞ 6 1Þ
ð9Þ
The negative C_Ratio(i, j) represents the decreasing ratio of rele-
vance between gene gi and target class due to the emerging of con-
ditional gene gj, while the positive C_Ratio(i, j) denotes the
increasing ratio. For any three random variables, X, Y and C, I(X,Y)
6Min{H(X),H(Y)} and I( X,Y|C)6Min{H(X),H(Y)} [31]. Thus
C_Ratio(i, j) = 1, if and only if I(gi,class) = Min{H(gi),H(class)},
254 X. Sun et al. / Journal of Biomedical Informatics 46 (2013) 252–258H(gi) = H(class) and I(gi,class|gj) = 0. Similarly, C_Ratio(i, j) = 1, if
and only if I(gi,class|gj) = Min{H(gi),H(class)}, H(gi)=H(class) and
I(gi,class) = 0.
3.2. Gene selection algorithm
In this paper, we try to ﬁnd the optimal gene subset in which all
the genes are relevant to the target class and interdependent on
each other. To achieve this goal, a gene selection algorithm DRGS
is presented, which not only selects the most relevant genes and
eliminates redundant ones, but also tries to retain useful intrinsic
gene groups. In this algorithm, each candidate gene g 2 G is as-
signed with a dynamic relevance value DR(g). The concept of dy-
namic relevance means that the relevance of each unselected
gene can be updated according to its relationship with the newly
selected one. The priority of a gene to be selected is determined
by its dynamic relevance value. The details of the algorithm are
presented in Algorithm 1.
The selection algorithm works in a straightforward way. At the
beginning, the desired selected subset GS is initialized as an empty
set, and the dynamic relevance value DR(g) of each gene is initial-
ized to the mutual information I(g,class). In each iteration, the ﬁrst
gene with the highest priority is chosen into the gene set GS. Then
the algorithm calculates the correlation ratio of each remaining
gene with the newly selected one, and updates dynamic relevance
values for every gene. The selection procedure will be terminated if
the number of selected genes is larger than the user-speciﬁed
threshold k. We will further discuss how and why DRGS outper-
forms other ﬁlters (such as IG, FCBF, mRMR and ReliefF) in Sections
4.2 and 4.3.
Algorithm 1. DRGS: Gene selection via dynamic relevance.Input: A microarray data set D with gene set G and target
classes C; User-speciﬁed threshold k.
Output: A set of selected genes GS.
(1): Initialize gene set GS = Ø and calculate the relevance
R(g,class) for each gene g G in terms of Eq.(6);
(2): Initialize the DR(g) = R(g,class) for each gene geG;
(3): While |GS| 6 k do
(4): Choose the gene g 2 G with the largest DR(g);
(5): Add g into the set GS, i.e., GS = GSU{g};
(6): G = G{g};
(7): For each candidate gene gj 2 G do
(8): Calculate C_Ratio (gj,g) in terms of Eq. (9);
(9): Update DR(gj)DR(gj) + C_Ratio(gj,g)R(g,class);
(10): End
(11): End4. Implementation and results
In this section, we perform comprehensive experiments to com-
pare the DRGS method with four typical feature selection algo-
rithms IG [33], FCBF [32], mRMR [25], ReliefF [34], and SAM [35].
Information Gain (IG) is based on mutual information and mea-
sures the decrease in entropy when the gene is given vs. absent.
FCBF was designed to identify both irrelevant and redundant fea-
tures and had been reported of the good performance on the gene
selection [13]. And mRMR was developed to maximize the rele-
vancy of a gene subset while minimize the redundancy among
the genes. ReliefF, an instance-based feature ranking algorithm, is
able to effectively provide quality estimates of genes in problemswith dependencies between genes. For ReliefF, we use 5 neighbors
and 30 instances throughout the experiments as suggested by
Robnik-Šikonja and Kononenko [36]. SAM (Signiﬁcance Analysis
of Microarrays) is a statistical technique for ﬁnding signiﬁcant
genes in a set of microarray experiments [35]. SAM output the list
of signiﬁcant genes in descending order according to the score.
4.1. Dataset descriptions and metrics
This study compared these gene selection methods on six pub-
licly available gene microarray data sets. Their brief descriptions
are given in the following.
(1) Breast cancer dataset [37] contains 97 patient samples, 46 of
which are from patients who had developed distance metas-
tases within 5 years, the rest 51 samples are from patients
who remained healthy from the disease after their initial
diagnosis. The number of genes is 24,481.
(2) Central nervous system dataset [38] is derived from patient
samples of central nervous system embryonal tumor. There
are 7129 genes in the dataset. It contains 60 patient samples,
21 are survivors and 39 are failures.
(3) Lung cancer dataset [39] is collected for the classiﬁcation
between malignant pleural mesothelioma (MPM) and ade-
nocarcinoma (ADCA) of the lung. There are 181 tissue sam-
ples (31 MPM and 150 ADCA). And each sample is
described by 12533 genes.
(4) Prostate cancer dataset [40] contains 52 prostate tumor
samples and 50 non-tumor prostate samples with around
12,600 genes.
(5) Gastric cancer dataset [41] consists of 30 samples, where 8
normal gastric tissue, 5 diffuse gastric tumor, and 17 intesti-
nal gastric tumor. Each sample is described by 4522 genes.
(6) Childhood ALL dataset [42] includes gene expression infor-
mation on 60 childhood acute lymphoblastic leukemia sam-
ples, where 13 mercaptopurine alone, 21 high-dose
methotrexate, 16 low-dose methotrexate and 10 high-dose
methotrexate. Each sample is described by 8280 genes.
Classiﬁcation performance is the most effective and straight
guideline to validate feature algorithm. In this paper prediction
accuracy and area under the ROC curve (AUC) are both used as
metrics. To serve for this purpose, two representative classiﬁers
are employed, i.e., SVM and K-Nearest Neighbor). In order to com-
bine optimal model selection and unbiased (non-overﬁtted) per-
formance estimation, a double loop cross-validation design has
been explored [43]. We employ the 10-ﬂod CV as an outer loop
for the assessment of variable selection methods and a nested
10-ﬂod CV of training folds within the outer CV for the overopti-
mism correction, as suggested by Ref. [44].
4.2. Prediction accuracy
For DRGS, IG, mRMR, ReliefF and SAM, we rank all the genes and
generate gene subsets by picking the top m genes, where
m = 1, . . .,50. The one that achieves the highest accuracy for the
classiﬁer is selected as the best subset. Statistics of the top classi-
ﬁcation accuracies for the two classiﬁers are listed in Tables 1
and 2, respectively. In each cell, the accuracy is followed by the
number of selected genes.
According to the results in Tables 1 and 2, one can observe that
DRGS performs better than others in all classiﬁers. To avoid being
inﬂuenced by the scarcity of the data, we average the accuracies in
the same selector and show the average accuracies in the row
labeled as ‘‘Ave.’’ For DRGS, the average accuracies in the two
Table 1
The comparison of classiﬁcation accuracies of SVM.
No. DRGS FCBF mRMR ReliefF IG SAM
Acc. (%) # Acc. (%) # Acc. (%) # Acc. (%) # Acc. (%) # Acc. (%) #
1 95.89 35 91.67 36 89.67 36 80.67 38 82.44 42 82.22 26
2 91.67 25 90.00 21 91.67 36 83.00 32 90.00 21 86.67 22
3 100.0 6 99.44 6 99.44 8 99.44 15 99.44 6 100.0 16
4 98.09 21 97.00 15 97.09 6 95.09 21 97.09 16 94.09 23
5 96.67 14 96.67 34 96.67 21 76.67 20 86.67 12 83.33 32
6 85.00 8 53.33 13 81.67 33 71.67 18 75.00 14 70.00 30
Ave. 94.48 18 88.00 20 92.70 23 84.41 23 88.36 18 86.14 25
Table 2
The comparison of classiﬁcation accuracies of K-NN.
No. DRGS FCBF mRMR ReliefF IG SAM
Acc. (%) # Acc. (%) # Acc. (%) #. Acc. (%) # Acc. (%) # Acc. (%) #
1 90.44 13 87.44 28 85.78 12 73.56 33 83.67 25 82.56 16
2 88.33 18 81.67 21 85.11 21 81.67 22 81.67 17 81.67 19
3 100.0 13 99.44 8 100.0 37 100.0 33 99.44 10 100.0 16
4 99.99 9 96.09 20 97.00 10 95.27 24 97.00 19 94.00 17
5 100.0 5 96.67 16 100.0 22 73.33 20 93.33 13 73.33 6
6 81.67 25 63.33 9 81.67 34 66.67 32 80.00 26 70.00 28
Ave. 93.41 14 87.44 17 91.59 22 81.75 27 89.19 18 83.59 17
Table 3
Friedman test between different methods.
qNo. SVM K-NN
FCBF mRMR ReliefF IG SAM FCBF mRMR ReliefF IG SAM
DRGS
1 0.092(>) 0.075(>) 0.005(>) 0.006(>) 0.013(>) 0.076(>) 0.027(>) 0.009(>) 0.033(>) 0.026(>)
2 0.107(>) – 0.049(>) 0.107(>) 0.058(>) 0.022 (>) 0.083(>) 0.022 (>) 0.022(>) 0.022(>)
3 0.390(>) 0.390(>) 0.313(>) 0.209(>) – 0.358(>) – – 0.470(>) –
4 0.167(>) 0.102(>) 0.053(>) 0.093(>) 0.035(>) 0.171(>) 0.317(>) 0.147(>) 0.285(>) 0.050(>)
5 – – 0.013(>) 0.033(>) 0.027(>) 0.049(>) – 0.009(>) 0.029(>) 0.006(>)
6 0.001(>) 0.073(>) 0.032(>) 0.041(>) 0.032(>) 0.005(>) 0.079(>) 0.013(>) 0.172(>) 0.029(>)
>: The former outperforms the latter; –: the comparison comes to a tie.
Table 4
The comparison of AUC with SVM and K-NN.
No. SVM K-NN
DRGS (%) FCBF (%) mRMR (%) ReliefF (%) IG (%) SAM (%) DRGS (%) FCBF (%) mRMR (%) ReliefF (%) IG (%) SAM (%)
1 94.42 92.90 90.21 82.98 81.80 82.36 89.00 87.92 88.23 74.58 81.86 83.33
2 90.67 89.00 90.92 82.58 88.83 89.50 87.08 81.00 87.33 85.83 85.58 80.92
3 100.0 99.00 98.75 96.17 97.44 100.0 100.0 98.42 100.0 100.0 99.17 100.0
4 97.75 96.50 97.00 96.02 97.62 92.13 98.57 97.45 97.33 95.62 97.78 95.50
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higher than the other selectors. The bold value means that it is
the largest one among these gene selection methods under the
same classiﬁer. DRGS achieves the highest accuracy on all six data-
set with both classiﬁers. Meanwhile, mRMR has two and three
maximal values of accuracy with SVM and K-NN respectively,
and ReliefF has only one with K-NN. Moreover, the number of
genes selected by DRGS is much smaller than mRMR, FCBF, IG, Re-
liefF and SAM.
To compare different methods, Friedman tests [45] have been
carried out in experiments. The Friedman test is a non-parametric
equivalent of the repeated-measures ANOVA. Table 3 reports the p-
value in statistical signiﬁcance testing. We can see that the DRGS
method achieved signiﬁcantly higher classiﬁcation accuracy than
the other methods in most cases (p 6 0.05). We also record area
under the ROC curve in Table 4 for the ﬁrst four two-class problem
datasets. It can be observed that DRGS performs well. Overall, ourgene selection method achieves promising improvement in the
performance of classiﬁers.
Gene subset selection is aimed at identifying the most impor-
tant gene groups for cancer diagnosis. Our comparative study
demonstrated that the DRGS method was effective in selecting
a small and compact subset of genes for cancer diagnosis and
classiﬁcation. As an illustration, for Lung cancer, our method se-
lected only 13 out of 12,533 genes to achieve the best discrim-
inatory power with K-NN, while mRMR and ReliefF had to use
more than thirty genes to get the same performance. The aver-
age number of selected genes with the same selector was also
reported in Tables 1 and 2. We can draw a conclusion that our
DRGS method is effective in identifying a small subset of marker
genes.
Genes, which have similar function, constitute a functional
group to co-regulate expression of some proteins in human cancers
[28]. Such genes normally have strong discriminatory power but
Fig. 1. Accuracies vs. different numbers of selected genes on six cancer datasets.
Table 5
The comparison of prediction accuracies among PAM, SVM and K-NN with DRGS.
No. DRGS-SVM (%) DRGS-K-NN (%) PAM (%)
1 92.89 90.44 71.10
2 91.67 88.33 61.67
3 100.0 100.0 100.0
4 98.09 99.99 92.16
5 96.67 100.0 70.00
6 85.00 81.67 45.00
Table 6
The number of gene sets with FDR < 0.25 in the GSEA.
Data set FDR < 0.25
DRGS FCBF mRMR ReliefF SAM IG
Breast cancer 15 14 16 6 3 15
Lung cancer 7 3 3 1 3 2
Prostate cancer 2 4 2 3 3 2
Gastric cancer 2 0 0 0 1 0
Childhood ALL 2 1 1 0 1 4
256 X. Sun et al. / Journal of Biomedical Informatics 46 (2013) 252–258are weak as individuals, meanwhile, they are similar and highly
correlated to each other [30,46]. These inherent characteristics of
genes can extremely degenerate the performance of traditional
feature selection methods. To further verify the efﬁciency of our
method, we compare the correct classiﬁcation accuracies against
the number of genes. The comparison results are shown as Fig. 1.
We calculate the mean value of accuracies of these two classiﬁers
so as to reduce the bias of a gene assessment based on a speciﬁc
classiﬁcation. The number k on X-axis refers to the ﬁrst k genes
with selected order by different selectors. The Y-axis represents
the mean classiﬁcation accuracies of classiﬁers of the ﬁrst k genes.
It can be seen that the instance-based feature ranking algorithm
ReliefF had the worst performance on all datasets due to the very
small patient samples. And the top genes selected by the individual
ranking method (e.g., IG) did not perform better than the other two
information theory based methods. FCBF and mRMR identify a
gene subset by removing redundant genes. However, these meth-
ods often did not achieve quite satisfying accuracies in experi-
ments. It may be questionable to regard highly correlated genes
as redundant, because these genes may provide gene interaction
information for cancer diagnosis [10].
DRGS method ﬁrstly choose the most relevant gene similar to
mRMR, FCBF and IG (DRGS achieves the same accuracy as mRMR,
FCBF and IG with the ﬁrst selected gene, as shown in Fig. 1). Unlike
mRMR, FCBF and IG, it then dynamically updates the relevance be-
tween each rest gene and the target class. Thus the priority of
genes which fall in an interdependent relationship with some of
the selected genes can be raised. Besides, genes which are redun-
dant to the selected genes can also be identiﬁed and their priority
will be adjusted correspondingly.
A well-accepted method PAM (Prediction Analysis of Micro-
arrays) [47] in cancer gene expression studies is also used to eval-
uate the effectiveness of different gene selection methods. We
compare the prediction accuracies of the 2-step classiﬁcation pro-
cedure (DRGS with SVM and K-NN respectively) to PAM. PAM is a
statistical technique for class prediction from gene expression data
using nearest shrunken centroids. For PAM, we use the 10-fold
cross validation following the instruction by Tibshirani et al. [47].
The results of the prediction accuracies are listed in Table 5. As
can be seen that the information theory based methods, such asDRGS, FCBF, mRMR, achieve good performance. And our method
DRGS performs best in most cases.
4.3. Gene set enrichment analysis
Genes are not acting in isolation but rather in pathways. Thus
we analyze the discriminatory gene subset selected by DRGS in
terms of gene set enrichment, in order to understand whether
the DRGS algorithm is able to extract interactions that have a bio-
logical meaning. We conduct the gene set enrichment analysis
using GSEA software [48]. Given an a priori deﬁned set of genes S
(e.g., genes encoding products in a metabolic pathway, located in
the same cytogenetic band, or sharing the same GO category),
the goal of GSEA is to determine whether the members of S are ran-
domly distributed throughout L [48]. Cancer related gene sets from
MSigDB [48] are applied in this study. For example, 256, 186, 67,
  
Fig. 2. Tradition selection methods disregard the interdependent group (Genes of
the same color are redundant to each other and the gene C, D, and E are
interdependent with each other.).
Fig. 3. A simple illustration of gene selection by our method (case form Fig. 2).
Table 7
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ﬁve cancer types (Breast Cancer, Lung Cancer, Prostate Cancer, Gas-
tric Cancer, Childhood ALL). In our experiments, the ﬁrst thirty
genes selected by the six gene selection algorithms are supplied
to the GSEA software. Table 6 shows the number gene sets with
false discovery rate (FDR) < 0.25 estimated by the GSEA. The results
from GSEA show that the gene subset selected by DRGS method is
much more enriched in gene sets that are related to cancer.
4.4. Discussions
One of the most signiﬁcant disadvantages of using ﬁlter selec-
tors is that some genes which as a group have strong discrimina-
tory power but are weak as individuals will be ignored. As
shown in Fig. 2, some gene selection algorithms including BIF
and IG try to choose the most relevant genes. And others, such as
MIFS, mRMR and FCBF have gone further to eliminate the redun-
dant genes, however, as is mentioned earlier, not all these genes
are really redundant. As can be seen in Fig. 2, the interdependent
gene group (C, D and E) can be easily destroyed by the traditional
information theory based selectors. As we all known, it is hard to
discover the association relationship among genes exactly. We
cannot guarantee that our method retains all useful interdepen-
dent groups or the whole interdependent group, however, the
method suggested an effective way to retain useful interdependent
genes and groups as many as possible. Fig. 3 shows the selectionprocess of our method for the toy example in Fig. 2. A new concept
named dynamic relevance (DR) is introduced to judge the relation-
ship between each candidate gene and target. The DR value of each
candidate gene will be dynamically updated when a new gene is
selected. Therefore, the DR value of genes which are interdepen-
dent with the newly selected one should be raised. For example,
as can be seen in Fig. 3, the DR value of genes D and E who are
interdependent with gene C are raised when C is selected.
We now discuss the computational complexity of the proposed
gene selection algorithm. The algorithm has linear complexity O(n)
to calculate the relevance R(g,class) for each gene(Step 1), where n
is thenumberof genes in the initial gene setG. Assume that thenum-
ber of remaining genes in G is m, which decreases from n to n  k.
Then, the time complexity of selecting the new gene is O(m) in Step
4 and the time complexity of the dynamic relevance updating
procedure(Steps 7–10) isO(m) for each loop. Thus the timecomplex-
ity of DRGS is O(nk). And we also record the computational time for
DRGS and mRMR to select the top ﬁfty genes on all microarray data
sets. All experiments are conducted on a Core2 CPU Q9400, with a
CPUclock rate of 2.66 GHzand2Gmainmemory. Theproposedalgo-
rithm and mRMR have been implemented in Matlab. We can con-
clude from Table 7 that DRGS is computationally efﬁcient.
5. Conclusion
In order to identify salient gene subset from high dimensional
gene array data for cancer classiﬁcation and diagnosis, we intro-
duced a dynamic relevance-based gene selection method. This
method uses a target-based scheme for relevance, interdependence
and redundancy analysis to retain the useful functional gene
groups. Its primary characteristic is that the relevance between
each gene and target will be dynamically updated when a new
gene is selected. The proposed method was validated on six pub-
licly available gene microarray datasets. It can be found that excel-
lent classiﬁcation results were achieved by selecting the key genes
using DRGS. And the proposed method selected fewer genes than
the other four typical and famous selectors (i.e., FCBF, mRMR, Re-
liefF and IG) for cancer diagnosis. Moreover the gene subset se-
lected by DRGS method is much more enriched in gene sets
which are related to cancer.
In our future work, we aim to (1) integrate our current gene
selection method along with powerful classiﬁers and swarm intel-
ligence technique for typical cancer diagnosis, and (2) study gene
interactions in detail to see how co-regulating functionally related
gene groups can improve further cancer classiﬁcation.
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